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Exodus 24:12
(12) And the LORD said unto Moses: ‘Come up to Me into the mount and
be there; and I will give thee the tables of stone, and the law and the
commandment, which I have written, that thou mayest teach them.’

Exodus 22:20
You shall not wrong a stranger or oppress him, for you were strangers in
the land of Egypt.

Rashi on Exodus 22:20
(22) הייתםגריםכי FOR YOU WERE STRANGERS — If you taunt him he can
taunt you also by saying to you: “You also descend from strangers''. Do
not chastise your fellow for the very flaw you have in yourself.

Ramban on Exodus 22:20:
For you were strangers in the land of Egypt: Not all strangers are made
fitting [for special treatment just] because we were strangers in [one] land
for a time. And there is no reason that they should be assured [of this
treatment] forever because of this.

And Rashi on Exodus 22:20 explained that it is the reason why "you should
not oppress him with words [...], for if you oppress him, he can oppress
you [also] by saying to you, 'You also come from strangers' - [regarding] a
blemish in you, do not speak about it in your fellow." And Rabbi Avraham
(Ibn Ezra on Exodus 22:20) said, "Remember that you were strangers like
him." But there is no fundamental explanation in all this. And that which is
correct in my eyes is that when it states, "do not oppress the stranger and
do not harry him," you should think that he has no one to save him from
your hand, since you know that you were strangers in the land of Egypt,
and you saw the harrying that Egypt harried you and that I took
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vengeance for you, 'since I see see the tear of the oppressed who has no
comforter and has no power from the hand of their oppressors' and I
save every person 'from the hand of one stronger than he.' And so [too],
do not afflict the widow and the orphan, since I hear their cries. As all of
these do not rely on themselves and [so] upon Me do they rely. And in a
different verse, it adds another reason (Exodus 23:9), "and you know the
soul of a stranger, since you were strangers in the land of Egypt." This is to
say, you know that the soul of any stranger is lowly towards himself, and
he sighs and cries, and his eyes are always to God - and He will have
mercy upon him, as He had mercy upon you, as it is written (Exodus 2:23),
"and the Children of Israel sighed from the work and they cried out, and
their prayer ascended to God, from the work." This is to say that not
because of their merit [did God hear], but rather He had mercy upon them
due to their [heavy] work.

Exodus 23:9
(9) You shall not oppress a stranger, for you know the feelings of the
stranger, having yourselves been strangers in the land of Egypt.

Rabbi Sari Laufer
That is what makes these two commands so significant. The Torah
emphasizes the point time and again: the rabbis said that the command to
love the stranger appears 36 times in the Torah. Jewish law is here
confronting directly the fact that care for the stranger is not something for
which we can rely on our normal moral resources of knowledge, empathy
and rationality. Usually we can, but under situations of high stress, when
we feel our group threatened, we cannot. The very inclinations that bring
out the best in us – our genetic inclination to make sacrifices for the sake
of kith and kin – can also bring out the worst in us when we fear the
stranger. We are tribal animals and we are easily threatened by the
members of another tribe.

Note that these commands are given shortly after the exodus. Implicit in
them is a very radical idea indeed. Care for the stranger is why the
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Israelites had to experience exile and slavery before they could enter the
Promised Land and build their own society and state. You will not succeed
in caring for the stranger, implies God, until you yourselves know in your
very bones and sinews what it feels like to be a stranger. And lest you
forget, I have already commanded you to remind yourselves and your
children of the taste of affliction and bitterness every year on Pesach.
Those who forget what it feels like to be a stranger, eventually come to
oppress strangers, and if the children of Abraham oppress strangers, why
did I make them My covenantal partners?

Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks z’lWhy should you not hate the stranger? –
asks the Torah. Because you once stood where he stands now. You know
the heart of the stranger because you were once a stranger in the land of
Egypt. If you are human, so is he. If he is less than human, so are you. You
must fight the hatred in your heart as I once fought the greatest ruler and
the strongest empire in the ancient world on your behalf. I made you into
the world’s archetypal strangers so that you would fight for the rights of
strangers – for your own and those of others, wherever they are, whoever
they are, whatever the colour of their skin or the nature of their culture,
because though they are not in your image – says G-d – they are
nonetheless in Mine. There is only one reply strong enough to answer the
question: Why should I not hate the stranger? Because the stranger is me.

Rabbi Ana BonnheimCan we read the Torah’s injunctions to not oppress
the stranger as a push against basic human urges to make the other, well,
other? Is it a way of raising us above the instincts we wish we didn’t have?
Perhaps the goal of not oppressing the stranger is not simply a law to be
followed, but rather a moral north star, inspiring empathy.

Maybe, then, empathy is actually at the heart of Parashat Mishpatim.
While we can certainly look at the laws in the parashah and consider how
we might translate them into our modern lives, maybe the broader
concept is a simple admission: It’s hard to live ethically. It’s hard to feel
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connected to those whose lives seem strange to us. It’s not necessarily
intuitive. But if we follow the generations of our tradition and its
fascination with Exodus 22:20 and the concept of not oppressing the
stranger, we might end up, not just with more structured laws, but with a
larger sense of a tradition that strives to teach empathy for its own sake.

● Discussion: Whats our reaction to Rabbi Cytron-Walker letting the
terrorist into his community for tea? Is he a hero in your eyes?
Naive? How do we understand what happened 2 weeks ago, through
the lens of this Torah Portion?

Mishpatim: Set the Table!
Rashi, quoting Rabbi Akiva, imagines that the laws are placed before Israel
like a smorgasbord, like a set table. He says: “You shall set before them” –
like a table set with food [shulkan arukh!], ready to eat.

This is an interesting metaphor but what might it mean? The Ten
Commandments say: “Do not murder” – a categorical, moral imperative.
This week we hear the details.

12 He who fatally strikes a man shall be put to death.
13 If he did not do it by design, but it came about by an act of God, I will
assign you a place to which he can flee. …
18 When men quarrel, and one strikes the other with stone or fist, and he
does not die but is bedridden — 19 if he then gets up and walks outdoors
upon his staff, the assailant shall go unpunished, except that he must pay
for his idleness and his cure. 20 When a man strikes his slave, male or
female, with a rod, and he dies there and then, he must be avenged…
(21:12-20)

So here we see laws of murder, manslaughter and personal injury in
painstaking detail. It is true that murder is forbidden, but what if it was
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accidental? What if you don’t kill but instead injure somebody? What
moral responsibility do you bear? All these details need to be spelled out.

A society cannot live with the grand sweeping ethical headlines; we need
the small print!

Similarly, the Ten Commandments issue a grand statement of “Thou shalt
not steal.” Parshat Mishpatim does not merely outline theft in the classic
sense, but all sorts of negligence and damage which will incur monetary
loss: a pit is left uncovered and an animal falls in, a fire is allowed to rage
and burns another man’s field, “a man gives to another an ass, an ox, a
sheep or any other animal to guard, and it dies or is injured or is carried
off, with no witness about”(22:9).

When are we liable? Do we trust the guardian’s word or not? And is he
culpable for negligence? The Ten Commandments proscribe a “false
witness,” but the legal code of Mishpatim widens that law by mandating
absolute equality before the law: You shall neither side with the mighty to
do wrong — you shall not give perverse testimony in a dispute so as to
pervert it in favor of the mighty — 3 nor shall you show deference to a
poor man in his dispute. (23:2-3) And this is true for each and every one of
the Ten Commandments!

Parshat Mishpatim translates the thundering moral statements into a “set
table” as it lays out all the laws in a robust and detailed code.

● So let us discuss: We are claiming that the Ten Commandments
give broad but unspecified statements which sound a clear and
powerful moral voice, but that Mishpatim transforms and applies
those statements into a legal code, a way of living.  What is more
critical – to hear the broad moral statements, the ethical
imperatives, or the legal and practical details? Or might it be
important to hear both?
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● Sometimes we become exasperated with the detailed orientation of
halakha, with its attention to minutiae and pedantic practicality.
What is the value of attention to detail in this manner?

● Sometimes the ethical or spiritual meaning behind a law (take, for
example, Shabbat) becomes obscured or lost totally in the thick of
the plethora of halakha (law) associated with it! So what I am asking
is - do we need MIshaptim? Do we need this Torah Portion? Or were
the 10 commandments enough - do we get too bogged down? Or is
the instruction helpful?
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